Cachexia induces head and neck changes in locally advanced oropharyngeal carcinoma during definitive cisplatin and image-guided volumetric-modulated arc radiation therapy.
Cancer cachexia is a syndrome characterized by weight loss (WL) and sarcopenia. Aim of the study was to assess the impact of cachexia on head and neck changes during definitive cisplatin and image-guided volumetric-modulated arc radiation therapy in a series of locally advanced oropharyngeal cancer. Volume variations of sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM) were considered as surrogate of muscle changes related to sarcopenia. Two head and neck diameters, encompassing the cranial limits of II and III nodal levels (defined as 'head diameter' and 'neck diameter', respectively), were measured. All parameters were defined retrospectively by means of on-board cone beam computed tomography images at 1-8th to 15-22th and at last fraction (fx) of radiotherapy (RT). Cachexia was defined as WL >5% during treatment. Analysis was conducted correlating the parameter changes with three WL ranges: <5, 5-9 and>10%. Thirty patients were evaluated. One hundred and fifty contoured SCMs and three hundred diameters were collected. Median WL was 6.5% (range, 0-16%). The most significant SCM shrinkage was recorded at 15th fx (mean 1.6 cc) related to WL 5-9% and WL >10% (P 0.001). For 'head diameter', the peak reduction was recorded at the 15th fx (mean 8 mm), statistically correlated to WL >10% (P 0.001). The peak reduction in 'neck diameter' was registered at the 22th fx (mean 6 mm), with a gradual reduction until the end of treatment for WL >5%. In a homogeneous cohort of patients, present study quantified the impact of cachexia on head and neck changes. Present data could provide adaptive RT implications for further investigations.